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Samsara Samsara shows 1-20 of 42 products and offers a cloud-based fleet management solution that provides features such as GPS tracking, trailer tracking, dashboard camera, routing and dispatch, reefer monitoring and more. It is designed to help small and medium-sized fleet companies... Read moreRecent Recommendations: 32 RecommendationsMobiwork MWS Mobiwork MWS is a suite of field
solutions that includes GPS tracking, inventory management, billing and invoicing, job order management, electronic forms, scheduling and shipping, and contact management. It offers cloud-based... More informationCurrent recommendations: 10 RecommendationsDeployments: CloudOn premiseEcoTrack Fleet Management EcoTrack Fleet Management is a real-time GPS tracking solution that helps
service, freight and construction companies increase route efficiency while reducing costs and maintaining vehicle life. This solution can be used to... Read moreRecent Recommendations: 6 RecommendationsSatrack GPS Fleet Management Satrack is a fleet management solution for companies of all sizes. It gives users a full 360-degree view of the fleet's day-to-day operations with real-time data on fleet
metrics such as vehicle health, driver behavior and fuel economy,... Read moreRecent Recommendations: 3 RecommendationsFleetLocate FleetLocate by Spireon, is a GPS-based fleet tracking software that provides actionable business intelligence with real-time monitoring of assets and employees to enable timely, informed decisions that allow you to optimize resources,... Read moreRecent
Recommendations: 2 Recommendations Learn more IntelliShift IntelliShift, a division of VTS that disrupts multi-use fleet management with a unified next-generation platform. IntelliShift offers an end-to-end cloud-based solution tailored to each customer's operational goals. Solutions include... Read moreRecent Recommendations: 1 RecommendationsDeployment: CloudOn premise Learn More Locus
Dispatcher Locus Dispatcher is a fleet management solution aimed at midsize and large enterprises in various industries such as e-commerce, 3PL, home services and retail. Features include dispatch management, driver management, maintenance... Read moreRecent Recommendations: 1 RecommendationsDeployments: CloudOn premise Learn more Verizon Connect Reveal Verizon Connect Reveal
is a cloud-based electronic logging device (ELD) and a fleet management platform that provides GPS fleet tracking to help companies get a 360-degree view of all fleet management operations. High-resolution Maps... Read moreRecent Recommendations: 5 RecommendationsRoute4Me Route4Me is a cloud-based fleet management solution for medium-sized and large companies. Primary features
include route planning and routing guides. It allows users to enter or upload customer addresses and plan a route... Read moreGPS Insight GPS Insight helps customers engage their fleet by delivering innovative solutions and actionable insights. Organisations in all America turn to GPS Insight, if they are fed up with high fleet operating costs, worry about safety... Read moreBadger Maps Badger Maps is a
field service management solution that combines planning, routing and planning capabilities into one integrated application. Badger Maps is cloud-based and also offers Android and iOS mobile apps for... Read moreEROAD EROAD is a cloud-based solution that enables companies to streamline processes related to fleet management, tax reporting, maintenance planning, and more. It helps managers to
locate drivers and assets across locations, record vehicles... Read moreTowbook Towbook is a cloud-based fleet management solution that helps companies manage processes related to consent towing, roadside assistance, and more through shipping, vehicle congestion, and invoicing. One of the most important functions is the maintenance... Read moreEverlance Everlance is a cloud-based mileage
and expense tracking solution designed to help professionals, contractors, and businesses track employee spending on official trips. Key features include IRS compliance review, receiving management,... Read moreeWorkOrders eWorkOrders is a cloud-based maintenance management solution that provides an integrated suite of tools for managing work orders, asset management, inventory
management, and preventive maintenance. The software solution offers users... Read moreTitan GPS Titan GPS is a cloud-based fleet management solution that helps fleet operators track and manage vehicles, equipment and mobile resources in Canada and the United States. GPS tracking hardware and customized service plans are also... Read moreeSpatial eSpatial is a cloud-based mapping
software that supports sharing, visualizing, and analyzing multiple data layers by transforming spreadsheets into understandable maps and graphics. First and foremost, catering for small to large companies, the software... Read moreGPSWOX GPSWOX tracks the location of vehicles and field workers in real time. It helps users track locations and information such as vehicle speed, fuel consumption and
travel history. Users can receive notifications about the... Read moreEROAD vs TowbookIntelliShift vs EverlanceeWorkOrders vs Titan GPSSchool bus routing software is an important tool for a school system transport management program. These systems provide a significant amount of accountability and insight. By monitoring and tracking routes, bus companies can optimize fuel consumption and
scheduling to ensure students get to school on time. Many route planning software offerings are packaged as part of larger fleet management tools. This Platforms perform important tasks outside of routing, including maintenance management, payroll, accounting, and driver management. We have created this guide for buyers to help you understand the market for school bus routing software and
determine the best system for your needs. Here's what we're doing: What is school bus routing software? Common features of school bus routing school bus routing Benefits of bus routing systems What kind of buyer are you? What is school bus routing software? The school bus routing software supports bus schedules and routing decisions. Like most route planning systems, the school bus routing
software optimizes driver routes to reduce fuel consumption. School systems and/or bus management entrepreneurs have two primary options to choose from based on the skills they need. These two different types of software include: stand-alone bus routing. There are many school bus-specific routing software options. These systems are specifically designed to manage school bus routes and other
adjacent functions. While some school bus-based systems offer other operational functions, their core competency is the planning of pick-up and drop-off routes for buses. Complete fleet management suite. Formal fleet management systems are ideal for supporting school bus management. These systems offer many functions outside of route planning, such as z.B. maintenance management, driver
planning, payroll and accounting, and more. General features of school bus routing software Regardless of which software route you choose, make sure that the system you choose provides these core features: Scheduling Assigns drivers/buses a set schedule to ensure accountability and consistency. Dispatch Provides communication lines between drivers and school administrators where they can
discuss changes to the script, such as.B unexpected delays or emergencies. Vehicle tracking Uses GPS technology so school administrators can always know where a school bus is located. Tracks important details about each vehicle, such as mileage and fuel consumption. Route planning and optimization Calculates the most efficient route in real time to account for delays compared to drop locations.
Provide vehicle-by-vehicle instructions for the driver. Mobile App helps administrators, contractors, and drivers to instantly communicate with critical updates through a mobile app. Driver Management Manages and tracks driver schedules. Provides a secure communication channel between drivers, dispatchers, and the back office. The benefits of bus school bus routing software offer a number of benefits,
including newly discovered efficiencies and increased security, productivity and transparency. Our research shows that telematics capabilities can make significant use of mobile, fleet-based organizations. GPS tracking systems track valuable information about vehicles. These systems analyze and keep records of this information, determine performance measures, and track the achievement of these
benchmarks over time. Increase in sales Benefits of GPS-enabled software The operational benefits of such as these are the same for schools/school systems as for for-profit industrial fleets. Optimized planning and real-time routing help drivers meet pick-up/drop-off times and bring students safely to and from school. And bus drivers spend less time travelling from one stop to the next, traveling, they save
long-term operating costs by reducing fuel costs. What kind of buyer are you? There are a few primary types of buyers who want to adopt school bus routing software. These buyers include: individual schools, usually private companies that manage their own bus(s). A school system consisting of several schools, all of which are managed by the county or municipality. School bus management of
municipalities or private schools. These different types of buyers have unique needs based on the type of their operations. Contract operations are becoming increasingly popular as schools increase their outsourcing of bus management operations to them. These third-party vendors require complete software suites (bundled packages of fleet management applications for the entire enterprise). The
systems these companies use include bus routing, planning and tracking, but also include driver procurement and management, as well as rating and supply management and vehicle maintenance. The school-controlled fleet operation is more concerned with DenI capabilities related to route planning, driver communication and GPS tracking. Understanding market trends Even if you're specifically looking
for school bus management software, it's important that you're familiar with what's going on in the general fleet management market. In particular, there are new software features that can further reduce your operating costs: efficiency, sustainability and environmentally conscious fleet logistics. As awareness of environmental health continues to grow, people are beginning to notice this. From the point of
view of school bus management, current and potential teachers and parents of students (and even students themselves) are more concerned than ever with the carbon footprint of school operations. Your fleet of school buses could be one of the most obvious examples of your school's carbon footprint, so using routing software to reduce fuel consumption can be a long way to influencing environmentally
conscious voters. performance metrics and reporting dashboards. You will find it difficult to find a fleet management system that does not provide reporting and analysis capabilities. Performance data such as the average time between pick-up/drop-off points or the frequency of punctuality arrivals can be analyzed to optimize routes and bus schedules. These systems can also measure fuel consumption to
determine the most fuel-efficient routes. Mobile devices. All school bus drivers for your fleet should receive a mobile device in case of emergency. As a result, mobile device support is becoming increasingly popular in the larger fleet management software market. These apps allow drivers to be in constant communication with dispatchers and other drivers. Driver.
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